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Abstract

Purpose – Technological innovations provide huge opportunities to expand and revolutionize the scope of
products and services offered. This is particularly true for tourism, which is undergoing significant changes
due to the development of new technologies. The level of technology diffusion depends on several factors like
the exchange of information among peers, and the attitude and shared perception among the contributors. The
aim of the study is to explore the diffusion of technology in tourism with a specific focus on the social media
discourse around new technologies. Thus, the paper investigates the level of interest in these new technologies
analysing the information exchange occurring between individuals on Twitter in order to explore the influence
of reciprocal networking.
Design/methodology/approach –To capture the attitudes expressed in the industry, the study analyses the
ongoing discourse on Twitter as a proxy for the participants “interest in new technologies. Through a social
network analysis of the tweets and retweets conducted over a period of nine months, the research maps the
level of information exchange about the diffusion of new technologies. Moreover, the sentiment analysis
provides an interesting overview of the individuals” attitudes towards the awareness or the adoption of new
technologies.
Findings – Our analysis has provided several insights: (1) the information network on blockchain in
tourism consists of participants who change very quickly over time (high turnover of accounts); (2) some
contributors have an extremely important role in influencing the flow of information in the system
(information centralization), they can have a generalist (discussing several topics) or a specialist (focusing on
a specific topic) behaviour and this strategic choice influences their network’s structure; (3) these central
nodes also have an impact on the definition of positive and negative sentiment towards a topic (sentiment
influencer).
Research limitations/implications – The paper contributes to the literature on technology diffusion, by
focusing on one of the preconditions of diffusion that is the shared positive attitude towards technological
innovation. More specifically, we adopt a network-based approach, which is useful to explain the level of
information exchange and the public discourse that can impact the shared perception and attitude towards
technological innovation. The study also highlights the role of knowledge brokers in influencing this public
discourse. Future studies can deepen the association between positive perception, higher levels of information
exchange and increasing usage of specific technologies. Our results also suggest further exploring the
opportunity to combine social media data and other sources of information to shed more light on the
technological innovation diffusion processes.
Practical implications – This paper shows how practitioners can benefit from the analysis of information
exchange about new technologies in tourism adopting a network perspectivewith the aim of understanding the
level of influence among contributors. Moreover, the increasing interest in blockchain technology and the
potential combination between socialmedia data and other sources of information can offer promising insights.
Social implications – The present study explores the level of technology diffusion through the analysis of
information exchange on socialmedia (Twitter). Furthermore, the dynamics of individual user behaviour offers
a better understanding about media effects.
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Originality/value –While previous research is focused on the users’ perception towards the development of
new technologies in tourism, the aim of this study is to investigate the dynamics behind the level of diffusion of
information and awareness about these new technologies, which still represents an unexplored area of
research.

Keywords Social network analysis, Tourism, Blockchain, Technology adoption, Technology diffusion,

Perception, Social media, Bitcoin

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Tourism is a global driver of growth that leads to the reduction of poverty and to the
promotion of socio-economic development. Recently, the World Travel and Tourism Council
stated that the global tourism industry grew by 3.9% in 2018, creating around 320 million
jobs in the world economy. Furthermore, the sector generated 10.4% of worldwide economic
activity in 2018. Nowadays, tourism is undergoing significant changes and new business
models are emerging within the sector: for example, the online travel service bookings
increased rapidly by 230% from 2015 to 2016 with the highest amount of revenue generated
in the United States with $93.7 billion in 2018, followed by Europe with $92.3 billion of
revenue in the same year (Statista, 2019).

The main transformations of the sector are enabled by the digitalization phenomenon and
are largely linked to the diffusion of big data, the rise of platform economy and artificial
intelligence and to the improvement of the customer experience [1]. On the one hand, the
improvement of an online presence, the enhancement of interactions and the development of
networking structures as well as digital collaborations are the main reasons for digitizing
business. On the other hand, the major obstacles in implementing digital technologies within
the tourism industry are the lack of financing, the presence of high training costs and the
rapid technological changes (Dredge et al., 2018).

The evolution of new technologies, like cloud computing, wearable devices and mobile
tools, creates many opportunities, but also several challenges. First and foremost, the
digitalization of the industry supports the growth of online transactions and service
activities; in addition, the interconnectedness between physical and digital worlds facilitates
data exchanges and improves the communication between the parties. One of the main
technological innovations that will reshape the future of tourism is blockchain technology
and its numerous applications, such as the use of digital currencies (e.g. bitcoin), the creation
of smart contracts, the implementation for public services, the management of digital and
sales, the tracking of records, the automation of supply systems and the development of apps
(Nam et al., 2019).

Although a wealth of reports shows a promising trend of technological innovation
adoption in the tourism industry, to the best of our knowledge no systematic study has yet
been devoted to understanding the dynamics behind this trend. Nonetheless, diffusion of
innovation has been considered a very interesting phenomenon for decades. With the
increasing rate of technological innovations and the revolution of digital technologies,
capturing how certain advances diffuse has become of primary importance not only to
understand the socio-economic trends but also to create opportunities for service innovations.
This is particularly true for specific industries, like tourism, where digital technologies can
impact the communication, the user experience or even the definition of completely new
businessmodels. Diffusion of innovation theories show that in a social system the influence of
peers impacts the diffusion of a certain innovation (Rogers, 2003). While a large number of
previous studies focus on the influence of perceived value of the new technology on the users’
attitudes (Tzeng and Haung, 2011), the aim of the present research is to investigate the
dynamics behind the level of diffusion of information and awareness about new technologies
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in tourism. Thus, we study the public debate onTwitter, a popularmicroblogging platform, to
identify communication dynamics and patterns of information exchange emerging around
new technological innovations (such as blockchain and bitcoin) in tourism. The analysis of
social media in general, and Twitter in particular, has been considered effective to assess the
public opinion on a wide array of topics (Bian et al., 2016; Ibrahim and Wang, 2019), both for
analytical (O’Connor et al., 2010) and for predictive (Asur and Huberman, 2010) purposes.
Moreover, since social media are fundamentally a many-to-many communication tool
embedded in social networks, there is considerable research (Williams et al., 2015; Cheong and
Cheong, 2011; Stieglitz and Dang-Xuan, 2013) adopting the social network analysis (SNA)
approach to reveal and investigate the social network structures and the communication
flows associated with online debates. Thus, analysing the public debate on Twitter through
SNA we measure the diffusion of information about specific technological innovations as a
factor impacting the diffusion of the innovation itself. In fact, numerous scholars have
underlined how the dynamics of information-exchange influencing innovation diffusion still
remain an unexplored area of research (Grover et al., 2019; Min et al., 2018). Thus, our main
assumption is that users who are at least informed about the existence of specific
technological features and capabilities represent the basis for technology diffusion. In this
sense, the degree of knowledge related to technologies is a sort of antecedent of innovation
diffusion and adoption. In sum, the paper attempts to answer the following research
questions: “How does the information exchange on social media influence the attitude and the
shared perception towards new technologies in tourism?”, and subsequently, “How is the
online debate influenced by individuals’ roles and network structure emerging in the online
social system?”

2. Literature review
Innovation can be seen as an idea, practice or object that is perceived as new by an individual or
other unit of adoption (Rogers, 2003). The newness of an innovation is thus a subjective concept
that strongly depends on the perception of the individuals in the social systems in which the
innovation disseminates. Diffusion of innovation can be defined as “the process by which an
innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among themembers of a social
system” (Rogers, 2003). The four main elements of this concept are (1) innovation, (2)
communication channels, (3) time and (4) social system. Moreover, with respect to complex
technologies, the social network view of innovation diffusion stresses the importance of
networks, and of network dynamics, in influencing innovation diffusion (Troshani and Doolin,
2007; Katona et al., 2011). Thus, the implementation and dissemination of technological
innovation are dependent on the perception of newness of the innovation in question, its value
and the information received from the social environment (Bass, 1969; Rogers, 2003; Karahanna
et al., 1999; Venkatesh et al., 2003). Indeed, information exchange in a digital context, like social
media, ignites a mechanism of electronic word-of-mouth that raises awareness about a new
technology. Starting from these common considerations, the literature review, proposed in the
following paragraphs, aims to put in evidence: (1) what are the main drivers (in terms of
perceived benefits) that could influence the perceptions of users about the adoption of a new
technology, product or solution; (2) the role of networks, in which users interact, in supporting
this diffusion process by allowing information exchange; (3) the role of specific players – named
knowledge brokers – in influencing this information exchange.

2.1 Technology diffusion in tourism: perception in tourism
Previous authors widely discussed the role of perceived value of new solutions in different
contexts (Cravens et al., 1988; Monroe, 1990; Porter, 1990; Sheth et al., 1991; McDougall and
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Levesque, 2000; Sweeney and Soutar, 2001; Omar et al., 2007). In particular, Sheth et al. (1991)
classified the perceived value into functional value, epistemic value, conditional value, social
value and emotional value. More specifically, the functional value is considered the primary
driver of choice, based on specific products’ attributes, while the epistemic value is associated
with curiosity, novelty and satisfaction. Moreover, the epistemic value has a “stronger
influence on intention if mediated by attitude” (Sheth et al., 1991, p. 162). In addition, the
conditional value derives from the consideration of determined contingencies and the social
value is associated with social stereotypes. Finally, the emotional value reflects specific
feelings. Overall, the way in which users determine how valuable a product is also forms their
perceptions about the product (or service).

In general, existing studies explore the links between users’ perceptions and their decision
to use new solutions. In particular, if we refer to the tourism industry representing the context
of this study, we can investigate the potential benefits associated with the usage of new
technologies (e.g. blockchain). In fact, these solutions enable businesses, customers and
stakeholders to create value, to take advantage of innovation and to redefine the roles of
touristic operators (Marchegiani and Rossi, 2016). According to Buhalis (1998), efficiency
improvement, maximization of profitability, services’ development and long-term prosperity
of tourism enterprises are the main benefits deriving from the use of technology. Existing
literature also focuses on the development of new service products with minimal costs (Min,
2008), on the overall improvement of tourists’ travel experience, on provision of more
intelligent platforms, on information sharing within destinations and on better tourism
resources allocation (Staab et al., 2002; Neuhofer et al., 2013). Moreover, Cabiddu et al. (2013)
find that higher performance in terms of value appropriation comes from the strategic fit
between each initiative and firm’s objectives, synergy among the partners and IT readiness.
In addition, according to Stamboulis and Skayannis (2003), the implementation of technology
is able to attract feedback from customers, raise the sense of involvement and belonging,
increase customers’ loyalty and encourage more interactive learning. Furthermore, the
implementation of IT technologies empowers cost reduction, data and processes integration
like administration, production, communication and cooperation between tourism production
and distribution partners (Buhalis and O’Connor, 2005; Karinsalo and Halunen, 2018;
Treiblmaier and €Onder, 2019). Additionally, technology offers services specialization, flexible
network configurations, a combination between consumer and internal business processes
and stakeholders’ integration (Werthner, 2003).

Typically, interoperability, personalization and constant networking are relevant aspects
connected to the use of new technologies (Buhalis and Law, 2008); moreover, intelligent
systems provide support for tourist information searching and decision-making processes
(Gretzel, 2011). The emergence of connected devices, the increasing adoption of blockchain
technologies, the management of huge amounts of data, the involvement of millennials in
travel planning and the use of travel packages nurture the development of economies of scale
(Xiang et al., 2015) and create better opportunities for action in the social media space (Wang
et al., 2014). At the same time, the integration between online and offline channels, the
customer-centric approach, the optimization of revenue generation due to the use of
predictive analytics and the formation of new businessmodels encourage the co-creationwith
multiple stakeholders (Colombo and Baggio, 2017; Neuhofer et al., 2013; Meril€ainen, 2017;
Karinsalo and Halunen, 2018; Stankov and Filimonau, 2018; Buhalis and Sinarta, 2019).
Research also focused on the trust related to the availability and immutability of information
as well as on the creation of a cooperative environment and common open scheme for
applications, data, transactions and identification of the players (Colombo and Baggio, 2017;
Treiblmaier and €Onder, 2019). Furthermore, the adoption of smart devices increases the level
of knowledge and socialization of people, valorizing specific destinations’ geographical
attributes and building networks between territory’s resources and tourist activities.
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Similarly, the gamified mobile experiences are gaining importance in promoting tourism
destinations (Garcia et al., 2019; Swacha, 2019).

Among other solutions, the influence of blockchain technology is growing (Nam et al.,
2019). Although the smart tourism platform is not fully integrated (Khan et al., 2017), the
usage of blockchain encourages the management of different transactions related to areas
such as sales, operations and administration. In this sense, this new technology creates
several connections between internal and external stakeholders (Boucher et al., 2017; Nam
et al., 2019). The diffusion of blockchain is associated with the use of smart contracts and
digital currencies that ensures a high level of anonymity due to the use of wallets not directly
connected to the identity of the owners (Polasik et al., 2014; Leung and Dickinger, 2017).
According to Statista (2020), the number of blockchain wallet users increased globally from
around 11 million in 2016 to over 44 million in 2019. The usage of blockchain allows users to
save time and to locate travel data in one token, facilitating the management of tickets,
rationalizing operations and saving transaction costs (Goldman Sachs, 2014; Karinsalo and
Halunen, 2018). Furthermore, the use of blockchain is associated with higher trust in rating
systems and more reliability in users’ reviews; moreover, online travel agencies adopt this
technology aiming to improve services and disintermediate activities (Nam et al., 2019).
According to Cong and He (2019), “blockchain and smart contracts can sustain market
equilibria with a larger range of economic outcomes” (p. 1787). The role of blockchain is also
related to the improvement of supply chain networks with the creation of smart contracts,
and collaborative and secure networks (Saberi et al., 2019).

To conclude, digitalization can be considered a source of competitive advantage for
companies operating in travel and tourism because it reduces administrative and personnel
costs for flight booking processes (Jeon et al., 2018), it increases customer satisfaction
(Stankov and Filimonau, 2018; Zhang et al., 2019; Presenza et al., 2019; Buhalis and Sinarta,
2019) and it produces clearer and more dynamic communication of information (e.g. word of
mouth) within a definite network of interactions (Arenas et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).
Finally, the data sharing and the higher accessibility (Femenia-Serra et al., 2019; Rueda-
Esteban, 2018) create smart and agile ecosystems in which several stakeholders are involved
(Kwok and Koh, 2018; Buhalis and Sinarta, 2019) and able to find a “synergetic way to
support customers in pre-, during-, and post-sales activities” (Capriello and Riboldazzi, 2019,
p. 3). According to Capriello and Riboldazzi (2019), the achievement of these benefits derives
from the development of intelligent and smart systems which allows users to create a more
personalized tourism experience and a “more convenient, safe, exciting and sustainable living
spaces for both residents and tourists” (Gretzel et al., 2015, p. 185).

2.2 Technology diffusion in tourism: a network-based approach
The explosion of connectivity, generated by the rapid growth of the internet, has facilitated
the open exchange of information between several players (Evans andWurster, 1999). At the
same time, the development of digital networks has encouraged the sharing of ideas and
distribution of knowledge (Sproull and Kiesler, 1991). The knowledge exchange in a digital
context occurs through the creation and communication of information between contributors
who have different roles and purposes. In particular, information diffusion dynamics are
useful to explain why certain innovative solutions (e.g. blockchain) are adopted more rapidly
than others. For instance, Rogers (2003) investigates the role of influencers and opinion
leaders in influencing others, considering their central position within a network. Moreover,
several studies associate the role of specific players’ characteristics with their influence on the
electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) and, in turn, on information diffusion (Araujo et al., 2017).
Among other authors, Rogers (2003) explores the strategic position of individuals and
intermediaries within communication networks with the aim of analysing the level of
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innovation diffusion. The theories that deal with the dynamics of innovation diffusion focus
on the decision to adopt or reject an innovation on the basis of personal beliefs that potential
users form about the innovation. Theories on the diffusion of innovation (DoI) are therefore
useful to understand the dynamics of innovation diffusion and to predict the likelihood and
rate of its adoption (Chen et al., 2002).

Generally, the diffusion of innovations over time can be represented by a S-shaped curve:
at the beginning only a few agents adopt a specific innovation, then a sharp increase in the
number of adopting actors takes place after which a deceleration in the adoption rate follows
and the curve grows at a decreasing rate (Bass, 1969). Economists explain the S-curve pattern
in terms of a balance between supply and demand: the upsurge in the diffusion is caused by
the decrease of innovation costs, which would increase demand and, therefore, diffusion. The
basic idea of the model is that one new solution (or product) will be implemented at a time t,
given no purchase has yet been made, is a linear function of the proportion of the population
that has already adopted the solution (or the product). In explaining the adoption over time,
we have to take into consideration two coefficients: p and q. The first, p, is called “the
coefficient of innovation”, or external influence, and it refers to the probability of initial
purchase independent of the influence of previous buyers, under the effects of mass media
coverage or other external factors. On the other hand, q is called “the coefficient of imitation”,
or internal influence, and it refers to the pressure on imitators from previous buyers, through,
for example, the mechanism ofWOM. From Rogers’ perspective, the diffusion of innovations
is to be regarded as a two-step process. Firstly, the smartest and most innovative segments
adopt it. Afterwards, they put pressure on the other segments, thus making them adopt the
innovation in turn. This implies that the early adopters allow the take-off, boosting the
diffusion process and the crossing of the chasm. In addition, Lyytinen and Damsgaard (2001)
stress the relevance of a network approach while studying complex and interactive
innovations. In case of simple and relatively stable innovations, researchers have
traditionally focused their attention on two units of analysis: individual adopters and
adopter populations. These units of analysis are fixed for the whole study and over time. In
the case of complex and interactive innovations, this choice of analysis units alone is not
sufficient, though it can help obtain interesting insights of how individual adopters react or
behave in relation to available complex technologies (Lyytinen and Damsgaard, 2001).
Specifically, a network-based approach is needed when the adoption of innovation involves
two or more independent adopters and often requires the involvement and/or the availability
of several other actors in the adoption process. This need relies both on the structure of the
competitive environment that involves different kinds of parties (consumers, companies,
institutions, service providers and so on) and on a set of mechanisms that are activated by the
spread of interactive innovations. Arthur (1989) highlights this point by introducing the
concept of attractiveness of an innovation. Indeed, the more attractive a technology becomes
to users when it is diffused and others adopt it, the trendier it becomes (Arthur, 1989).

2.3 Technology diffusion in tourism: social cognitive theory and the role of knowledge
brokers
Among the most known DoI theories, the social cognitive theory (SCT) provides an
interesting theoretical framework for the investigation of behavioural and environmental
factors which influence the dispositions of each individual (Bandura, 1986; Wood and
Bandura, 1989). In this sense, the interaction between specific factors (behavioural and
environmental ones) also affects the users’ intentions. According to the SCT, the role of the
psychological behaviour of individuals and groups becomes crucial in explaining the reasons
to adopt certain conducts rather than others (Bandura, 1986), as well as the nature of different
individual behaviours (Chan and Lu, 2004; Ratten and Ratten, 2007). Specifically, single
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behaviours are evaluated through the individuals’ expectations which can be also mediated
by the observations of others (LaRose and Eastin, 2004; Van Dijk, 2012). Thus, the major
premise of SCT is that individuals can influence the actions of other users in the same social
system (McCormick and Martinko, 2004; Carillo, 2012).

A broad amount of research has been conducted in relation to the different roles and
characteristics of the individuals participating in the networks (Millar and Choi, 2003; Burt,
2004; Winch and Courtney, 2007). In these various studies, the role of knowledge brokers
becomes increasingly important to explain the success of technology diffusion and adoption
(Czarnitski and Spielkamp, 2003; Hargadon, 2003). Knowledge brokers are defined by
Hargadon and Sutton (1997) as intermediaries who promote the transferring of new ideas
between different parties. In particular, they increase the base of available information within
a specific context characterized by innovation, thus enhancing the possibility to achieve a
competitive advantage (Hargadon and Sutton, 1997). Moreover, according to Hargadon
(2003), they are able to integrate the quality of ties with the speed of knowledge transfer
among the members of a network. In this sense, the role of knowledge brokers appears to be
crucial in helping the innovation through the combination of existing technologies in new
ways (Hargadon, 1998; Howells, 2006).

3. Research methodology
The focus of this article is to study how information about specific innovations is exchanged
and how attitudes towards them are shared andmutually shaped on social media as enabling
factors for innovation diffusion, particularly at the knowledge stage (Rogers, 2003).

Thus, we focus on the popular microblogging platform Twitter to identify user
communication and analyse social network structures of the social media debate on specific
technological innovations (namely, bitcoin and blockchain) in the tourism sector. Twitter is a
popular social network, with 150 million monetizable daily active usage in the fourth quarter
of 2019, [2] and has already been studied as an effective tool for both analysing (O’Connor
et al., 2010) and predicting (Asur and Huberman, 2010) public opinion on a wide range of
topics. Twitter, as well as social media in general, is fundamentally a many-to-many
communication environment, based on social network structures and is a valuable platform
for monitoring public debate (Lischke and Fabian, 2016). Twitter is therefore a research
domain suitable for studying the structures of social networks and the behaviour of
knowledge brokers that shape the dynamics of information before and during the diffusion of
a technology.

In line with the research focus, we adopted SNA as an approach specifically designed for
the study of information exchange (Haythornthwaite, 1996) and the patterns of relationships
between social actors (Wasserman and Faust, 1994; Aggarwal, 2011). SNA has already been
applied in several research studies focused on Twitter, ranging from the study of emergency
crises (e.g. Cheong and Cheong, 2011) to international politics (e.g. J€orgens et al. 2016). In
addition, SNA is considered a primary technique for identifying key contributors in the
information exchange process and for detecting sub-communities that share a common
perspective on selected topics (Fan andGordon, 2014). SNA has also been used as a predictive
modelling approach, for example targeting certain actors or sub-network because they are
assumed to have a stronger propensity to buy a particular product (Bonchi et al. 2011). Thus,
we apply SNA to the study of the public debate on Twitter about blockchain, an emerging
technology that is attracting significant attention with applications in multiple industries
ensuring transparency, traceability and security of processes and transactions (Nofer et al.,
2017; Saberi et al., 2019; Nam et al., 2019).

We also adopted sentiment analysis to derive users’ sentiments regarding the
implementation of blockchain in tourism. Sentiment analysis is adopted to detect opinions
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and sentiments from unstructured documents, identifying whether a certain text (or some of
its parts) signals a positive (favourable) or negative (unfavourable) opinion towards the
subject (Nasukawa and Yi, 2003; Pang and Lee, 2008; Bae and Lee, 2012). Sentiment analysis
usually is used to infer polarity (e.g. only favourable or unfavourable opinions) rather than
trying to extrapolate different degrees of a continuous sentiment.We adopted a lexicon-based
technique, a term-based matching system based on a list of words pre-coded for polarity
(Taboada et al., 2011) and largely used in previous studies. This approach has been proved
effective also to identify the sentiment analysis on Twitter, performing the analysis of short
texts (as tweets) even without training and testing (Thelwall et al., 2011; Bollen et al., 2011).
The assumption is that the network of tweets collected through a selected combination of
keywords (e.g. #blockchain and #tourism) is a proxy of the interest towards the use of
distributed solutions, such as blockchain and bitcoin, in the tourism industry. From a
conceptual point of view, the study builds on the consideration that technology and social
aspects are not dichotomous, but rather inseparable (Bolici and Giustiniano, 2013). Adopting
this approach, the paper (1) identifies the characteristics and the dimensions of the public
debate on distributed systems in the tourism sector; (2) investigates the structure of the
information networks and the relative positions of the individual nodes (accounts) to
investigate the capabilities and limitations of the communication dynamics; (3) conducts a
sentiment analysis to understand the positive or negative attitude of the actors towards the
object of their discussion.

3.1 Data collection
We structured the data collection in three different phases: the first to identify the relevant
keywords to be analysed; the second to collect the data and to study thewhole communication
network; the third to focus the analysis on four specific sub-networks represented by themost
frequent hashtags combinations.

In phase 1, we identified a set of keywords (#hashtags) that would represent the Twitter
debate on technological innovation in the tourism sector. As shown in ab. 1, we classified a set
of frequently used domain keywords (#tourism, #travel, #hotel #holidays, #bandb,
#booking, and #vacation) and a set of hashtags representing technological innovation
(#blockchain and #bitcoin [3]).

In phase 2, a script was set up to automatically collect all the tweets (including retweets
and answers) mentioning all the possible combinations of domain and technological
hashtags, resulting in 14 keywords dyads. For example, as shown in Table 1, the dyad
“#Blockchain and #Travel” was mentioned in 11,901 tweets. The script collected data
between 13 March and 13 December 2019, for a total of 29,051 tweets and retweets, with the
large majority (25,960) generated from the first six dyads of those hashtags ((1). #travel and
#blockchain; (2). #travel and #bitcoin; (3). #tourism and #blockchain; (4). #tourism and

Hashtag #Blockchain #Bitcoin Total

#Travel 11,901 7,538 19,439
#Tourism 3,777 1,149 4,926
#Hotel 1,243 352 1,595
#Vacation 801 556 1,357
#Holidays 613 202 815
#Booking 416 360 776
#B&B 94 49 143
Total 18.845 10.206 29.051

Table 1.
Tweets frequency for
all the combinations of
all the domain/
technology hashtags
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#bitcoin; (5). #hotel and #blockchain; (6). #hotel and #bitcoin), shared by over four thousand
accounts. We run the SNA on the above identified communication network in order to study
its overall characteristics and dynamics. A node in the network represents a twitter profile
participating in the public debate (tweeting, retweeting or answering a tweet with the selected
dyad of hashtags), while the links among two nodes represent the information exchange
directly linking two profiles (e.g. a profile answers or retweets a tweet generated by another
contributor).

In phase 3, we focused the analysis at sub-network level, studying individually each one of
the four most participated sub-networks: (1). #travel and #blockchain; (2). #travel and
#bitcoin; (3). #tourism and #blockchain; (4). #tourism and #bitcoin. We have chosen not to
discuss in details the last two dyads (#hotel and #blockchain; #hotel and #bitcoin) because
their analysis did not provide additional information over communication dynamics and
characteristics of the general network.

4. Social network analysis
Data analysis is conducted at two different levels: (1) the whole dataset is analysed to have a
general overview of how the information about blockchain is flowing and spreading; (2) the
sub-set of four specific networks – originated from four different keyword dyads (e.g. the
network emerging using the keywords #tourism and #blockchain) – is analysed in depth to
investigate its specificities.

The first step is to perform a descriptive analysis of frequencies (both on profiles and
tweets) to identify how the different networks (combination of keywords) perform on social
media. Next, the two most dynamic networks were selected (#tourism, #travel with the two
technological keywords), conducting a SNA on the sub-datasets in order to identify
similarities and differences in their characteristics.

Finally, a sentiment analysis was performed on the text of tweets to gather information
about users’ sentiments regarding the implementation of blockchain in tourism.

4.1 Analysis of the overall network
4.1.1 Descriptive longitudinal analysis. The analysis of daily frequencies of nine months of
data (Figure 1) shows that there is a diffused and constant interest on the general topic with
an average of around 105 tweets per day. However, we identified several spikes in public
debate, three of the top four (01/06/2019; 31/07/2091; 24/08/2019; 25/09/2019) were linked to
events dealing with the implementation of Blockchain Technology (Table 2), the largest one
being recorded on the 24 August, with 774 published tweets.

Tweets Frequency
800

600

400

200

0 01/05/2019 01/07/2019 01/09/2019 01/11/2019

Figure 1.
Daily frequency
representation of

tweets
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4.1.2 Social network analysis on the complete network. The complete network of
communication regarding tourism associated with blockchain and bitcoin on Twitter is
represented in Figure 2.

The network includes a total of 4,707 twitter profiles (nodes) and 7,594 single retweets
(edges). A total of 103 communities of users were identified, usually centred around specific
profiles of alternative service providers or new “travel cryptocurrencies” services. Regarding
the network, its density is extremely limited (almost 0, as could be expected given the large
number of nodes) and is highly centralized around 11 different nodes (profiles) whose
contents are often retweeted. Notwithstanding an extremely low number of average followers
(less than 3,000 followers), the 11 mentioned nodes have a high engagement rate, showing
that the resonance of the topic is potentially high.

From the data we gathered and analysed, we could immediately observe a highly
centralized network, where we could note the presence of agents that are referred to scientific
literature as “brokers”, defined as actors which connect two otherwise unconnected users or
fills gaps or network holes in the social structure (Burt, 1992; Gould and Fernandez, 1989) and
for this reason they are the only players which allow other parties to access and share
valuable information already existing within the network (Stovel and Shaw, 2012).

At the same time, we can identify a very high turnover among the nodes that take part in
the public debate. As shown in Table 3, a very few nodes (37) were part of the public debate
for the whole 9 months (the number of permanent participants is calculated as the number of
nodes actively participating in all the previous periods). At the same time, there is an
increasing number of nodes that periodically join the discussion just in one specific moment
(the percentage of one-time participants grows from around 20%–70%, 77% and 75% in the
last three periods). The result is a high turnover in the number of users joining and leaving the
public discussion.

From a content perspective, most of the tweets were focused on the possibility to acquire
services (air travels/hotels) through blockchain/bitcoin technology.

The structure of this network clearly underlines its high centralization: almost all
communities are all gathered around a single node, all communications are centred around
the focal point of the specific community and there is often a low level of communication intra-
and inter-communities.

In Table 4 we identified five of the most important brokers in the network.
We also performed a sentiment analysis (a specific type of content analysis) to investigate

if the discussion about innovative technology in tourism had a positive, neutral or negative

Date #Tweets Events Description

01/06/2019 476 Lightning Hackday
Munich

One full day of speakers dealing with possible application
of Blockchain to Lightning

31/07/2019 656 Hyperledger
Member Summit

Hyperledger Member Summit is the annual event of the
open source collaborative effort created to advance cross-
industry blockchain technologies. It is a global
collaboration, hosted by The Linux Foundation, including
leaders in finance, banking, Internet of Things, supply
chains, manufacturing, and technology

24/08/2019 774 No event No major event linked to potential applications of
Blockchain/Bitcoin was scheduled

25/09/2019 494 Blockchain Live
London

Blockchain Live is a groundbreaking festival of content and
collaboration that connects the fragmented ecosystem to
drive meaningful discussion and debate on how best to
accelerate global adoption of blockchain

Table 2.
Analysis of spikes in
tweets frequency
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framing. The result of our analysis showed that around 46% of the tweets and retweets were
adopting a positive frame in the discussion, around 45% neutral and only around 8% a
negative one (with around 1% of the tweets failing to clearly fit into the classification). Then,
we discovered that the activity of themain broker (the profile “TratokT”) had a strong impact
on the sentiment of the debate: as shown in Figure 3, the content generated by Tratokt
significantly increases the percentage of tweets with positive sentiment (þ5.7%) and has an
even stronger impact in reducing the negative sentiment in the whole network (�7%), while
slightly increasing the neutral sentiment (þ1.3%).

4.2 Analysis of four sub-networks (keywords dyads)
The large network can be decomposed in four different sub-networks, each corresponding to
one of the following keyword dyads (the largest networks per number of tweets among the 14
identified dyads): 1) #travel and #blockchain; 2) #travel and #bitcoin; 3) #tourism and
#blockchain; 4) #tourism and #bitcoin. The four sub-network features are summarized in
Table 5.

4.2.1 Sub-network 1: #blockchain þ #tourism. The shape of this sub-network clearly
resembles the global network (the one including all tweets), where a few nodes can be
identified as knowledge brokers, given the large number of retweets per each post retweeted
(Figure 4). Three key brokers were identified inside this network, each one of them

Figure 2.
All Tweets, all

keywords Network
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representing either a new cryptocurrency specific to travel or a platform allowing people to
acquire services for travel (e.g. hotel rooms, flights) with cryptocurrencies.

Most of the tweets are focused on the possibility to buy touristic services (hotel, trips,
travels packages) though crypto-currencies (not only bitcoin).

From a sentiment analysis perspective, the majority of the analysed tweets has a neutral
(55.4%) or positive (42%) sentiment; less than 4% of tweets show negative sentiment
(Figure 5).

4.2.2 Sub-network 2: #bitcoin þ #tourism. This keywords combination represents the
smallest sub-network among the ones analysed. Its structure is highly centralized: almost all
of the edges are linked to a single node, the account of a travel cryptocurrency service
(Figure 6).

From a sentiment analysis perspective, it’s the network with the highest percentage of
tweets with positive sentiment (60.1%); less than 3% of tweets show negative sentiment,
while the remaining 37.3% shows neutral sentiment (Figure 7).

4.2.3 Sub-network 3: #blockchain þ #travel. This is the largest sub-network, with more
than 200 communities and 200 information brokers. The high level of centralization of the
network is clear, almost all nodes are centred around one single profile and there is almost no

Broker Tweets Avg. number of retweets (for each tweets) Single unique tweets

TratokT 89 171.7 36
Travalacom 1,047 38.4 458
Gaiminlo 189 118.0 180
Sanemavcil 324 59.5 75
Travelwith2ofus 1874 5.5 362

Table 3.
Number of nodes with
a continuous
participation in the
social debate

Table 4.
Top 5 brokers during
the whole period
(15/03–15/12)
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relationship between these isolated communities. Seventeen profiles were identified that have
a central role within the network and with a higher degree of engagement; as per previous
networks, those are the ones linked to cryptocurrencies or platforms that allow acquiring
goods and services through cryptocurrencies (Figure 8).

From a sentiment analysis perspective, positive and neutral tweets are almost equal
(44.5% and 45.6%, respectively) with less than 10% of tweets having a negative sentiment
(Figure 9).

4.2.4 Sub-network 4: #bitcoinþ#travel.This combination represents a large and strongly
centralized network in which almost all communities are composed of profiles and their
tweets and retweets are centred around a few nodes. Seven profiles were identified as playing
a central role within the network and with a higher degree of engagement; as per previous
networks, those are the ones linked to cryptocurrencies or platforms that allow acquiring
goods and services through cryptocurrencies (Figure 10).

It is clear that in each sub-network one profile has always played a central role: TratokT.
Even with a relatively low number of followers (4,429), this profile is capable of generating
high levels of public interest and, on average, it hasmore than 100 retweets per post, taking on
a significant role in the spreading of information about cryptocurrencies applied in tourism.

From a sentiment analysis perspective (Figure 11), this network shows the highest level of
tweets with negative sentiment (13.3%).

Technology
keywordogy

Domain
keyword #Tweets #Nodes #Edges Diameter

Avg.
Degree #Clusters

#Blockchain #Tourism 3,777 1,418 2,161 6 1,524 11
#Travel 11,901 3,810 4,283 1 1,124 222

#Bitcoin #Tourism 1,149 542 569 4 1.05 9
#Travel 7,538 2,304 2,337 1 1,014 198

Figure 3.
Sentiment analysis
(with and without
TratokT activity)

Table 5.
Analysis of the four
main sub-networks

(combination of
tourism/travel with
blockchain/bitcoin)
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5. Discussion of the results
As confirmed by several studies, innovative technologies have been impacting the tourism
sector for decades and they had a significant role in reshaping the business models, the
organization and the marketing strategies of the players competing in the sector (e.g. Egger

0.0

0.2

0.6

0.4

2.30%

55%

Blockchain & Tourism Sentiment Analysis (Mar-Dec 2019)

42%

Positive

Negative

Tweets Sentiment Breakdown

Neutral

Figure 4.
Blockchain þ tourism
network

Figure 5.
Sentiment analysis
blockchain þ tourism
tweets
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and Buhalis, 2011; Middleton et al., 2009). Our study confirms that players in tourism are
showing a growing interest towards blockchain. Indeed, through the analysis of the
discourses posted on Twitter over a significant time span, this paper proposes an exploratory
analysis of the information exchange and of the knowledge brokers which influence the
diffusion of technology-based solutions in this specific industry. This growth in the level of
interest by agents operating in the sector is further confirmed by the constantly increasing
number of tweets and profiles discussing and debating this topic. Analysing the global
network, including all profiles involved and all tweets published over a large time span
(9 months), the analysis identified a set of specific characteristics shared by all single
networks analysed in which all clusters are centred around one or more nodes, usually the
profile of a user that offers innovative solutions for tourism. At a deeper level of analysis, the
results of the SNA show that the #travel network is currently the largest network (73% of
tweets dealing with blockchain belong to this network) and has expanded more rapidly than
the #tourism network. Both networks are highly centralized, and the main contributors
associated with cryptocurrency and its trade. The discussion about #bitcoin generated a
more positive debate (47% when combined with #travel and 60% with #tourism) while the
one on #blockchain was more balanced between positive and neutral (with neutral at 55% in

Figure 6.
Bitcoin þ tourism

network
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combination with #travel). This could reflect the difference in the nature of the debate, with
the more specialized topics (#blockchain) being discussed in a more technical way, while the
solutions closer to the market (#bitcoin) discussed by adopters and service providers with a
more positive attitude towards the phenomenon. Combining the results coming from the SNA
and the Sentiment Analysis, it is possible to underline that public interest on this specific
topic is extremely high and positive as well. Discussion on social media is centred around
potential applications and capabilities of such a medium that might allow people to buy
products and services.

These results suggest that the analysis of the online discourse around a specific
technological innovation is informative of both the level of interest and the popularity related
to that innovation. Moreover, the analyses presented in this paper suggest methodological
guidelines to analyse such online information sharing. In doing so, this paper contributes to
the literature on information sharing about technological innovations, and potentially about
innovation diffusion theories.

6. Limitations and future research
Notwithstanding the interesting results that were obtained through our study, this work has
some limitations useful to trace future developments. Firstly, the statistical analysis has been
conducted over a limited period of time (9 months). Even though social networks in general,
and Twitter in particular, are digital platforms on which content is continually updated, a
longer period of time will provide a deeper comprehension of the social interaction on the
topics of the research. Secondly, a principal component analysis can be performed on selected
tweets with the final aim of identifying the most discussed topics and technologies within the
industry. As suggested by Jolliffe (1986), the identification of determined keywords connected
to specific topics enables the selection of a smaller number of analysis’ components, thus
reducing the initial set of complex relations. For instance, in the present study, the adoption of
tweets related to the provision of services like online bookings can provide interesting
insights regarding innovation in touristic services obtained through new technologies (e.g.
blockchain and bitcoin).

Future studies can investigate if the positive perception and the higher level of
information exchange within the network can be associated with the increasing usage of
specific technologies. Moreover, the content of the tweets can be analysed through content
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analysis (Kassarjian, 1977) with the aim of deepening the concepts discussed within the
network of information. For instance, this analysis can reveal whether new technologies are
adopted mostly for specific services or for others (e.g. online bookings).

7. Conclusions and implications
In conclusion, the study examines the level of communication and information exchange
between users on social media (Twitter) with the aim of exploring the diffusion of new
technologies. Moreover, the sentiment analysis offers an interesting overview on positive or
negative attitudes of the individuals towards the perception or the adoption of new
technologies. This paper provides empirical findings at the network level (structural) and at
the node level (individual account). At the network (structural) level, we discovered that the
information network on blockchain in tourism consists of contributors who change very
quickly over time (high turnover of accounts). Another interesting result is provided by the
sentiment analysis, which shows that the debate evolves differently around technical and
market issues. In fact, while the discourse around technical aspects of the innovation (i.e.
tweets using#blockchain) remainsmore neutral, the contributors engaging inmarket-related
applications of the technology (i.e. tweets using#bitcoin) seemmore enthusiastic. At the node
(individual) level, the article shows that some users (brokers like TratokT) are able to
influence and encourage the public discourse in the social system (information centralization).
At the same time, the brokers and the nature of the discussion around new technologies also
have an impact on the definition of positive and negative sentiment towards a topic
(sentiment influencer).

The implications of this study can be divided into two categories: theoretical and practical.
From a theoretical perspective, the results increase our knowledge about technology

perception and technology diffusion. In particular, the network-based approach allows for the
exploration of the information diffusion between two or more independent prospective
adopters. Moreover, the visualization and analysis of social media data is helpful in
investigating the level of discourse about new technologies within the information network.
Supplementing evidence in line with the SCT, our study highlights how individuals have
reciprocal influence in the same social system, in building and reinforcing a public debate
around the new technology. This study also emphasizes the role of knowledge brokers in
influencing the public debate that could encourage the innovation diffusion. In showing how
the digital environments generate and stimulate knowledge brokering, this study contributes
to the literature on networks and on brokeragewithin networks. From a practical perspective,
the investigation of the information exchange about new technologies in tourism from a
network perspective is essential to understanding the level of influence among users. The
way in which users interact and share knowledge is especially beneficial for understanding
their potential interest in the diffusion of new technologies. As suggested by Kane (2017),
social media data can also be combined with other data sources for achieving greater insight.
For example, if the organizations combine social media information with their specific
programs or strategies, these data can reveal whether individuals are potentially interested in
a new technology (e.g. blockchain), thus allowing the same organizations to estimate future
purchasing patterns. Moreover, the sentiment analysis is a useful tool for measuring users’
perceptions and attitudes toward new technologies in tourism. The same considerations can
be drawn for any other sector in which innovative technologies are developed and
implemented. Starting from the assumption that socialmedia discourse onTwitter represents
a proxy to measure the level of diffusion of new technologies, the study highlights how the
diffusion of information about new technologies is influenced by the interaction and
behaviour of individuals within the same social system.
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Finally, a marginal contribution is also provided from amethodological point of viewwith
the combination between SNA and social media data, which represents a promising
methodology in social sciences and, in particular, in the studies on information networks.

Notes

1. https://www.forbes.com/sites/danielnewman/2018/01/02/top-6-digital-transformation-trends-in-hospitality-
and-tourism/#2da90e7a67df

2. https://investor.twitterinc.com/financial-information/quarterly-results/default.aspx

3. It has been chosen to use also the keyword #bitcoin as it represents the first and still most known
application/service of blockchain technologies.
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